Projects For The Young Mechanic: Over 250 Classic Instructions & Plans (Dover Children's Activity Books)
From creating artificial pearls to building a steam boiler, these vintage projects for indoors and outdoors offer a tremendous range of possibilities. Over 250 classic plans and instructions explain how to make model airplanes, greeting cards, a motion-picture camera, a radiophone, a cipher code, motor-driven sleds, and other projects. Drawn from the best of Popular Mechanics magazines from the 1910s and '20s, they combine the excitement and satisfaction of building and creating with the lasting value of learning the practical applications of scientific principles. The step-by-step instructions are accompanied by charming drawings and photos that clearly illustrate each project. Girls and boys will be captivated by these antique instructions and plans, and adults will appreciate the projects’ nostalgic appeal.

My grandson reads the captions then tells his Daddy he can fix his air conditioning in his work truck. My be great for 12 year Olds.

My 10 year old loved it.